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Yayoi Kusama: 
Inventing the Singular 
By Midori Yamamura
MIT Press, 2015

Reviewed by Gloria Sutton 

Since the publication of this
watershed study in 2015, there has
been an unparalleled level of

public attention stemming from
international museums, commercial
galleries, and popular media alike (Time

Magazine named Kusama one of the
most influential people in 2016), all
concentrated on the 87-year-old artist’s
prolific output. The global reach of
Kusama’s signature dot painting style,
iconic sculptural forms that draw from
natural elements, and the heightened
visibility accorded her persona have
been amplified through social media
often generating record breaking
crowds to Yayoi Kusama: Infinity Mirrors,
a career survey organized by Mika
Yoshitake for the Hirshhorn Museum
and Sculpture Garden, which will travel
throughout the United States and
Canada over the next two years. 

This intense public interest only
makes art historian Midori Yamamura’s
rigorously researched book even more
vital, not simply as a scholarly account
of a popular artist’s career, but as an
argument for how Kusama’s current vis-
ibility must be measured against a his-
torical backdrop of deliberate omission.
Each of Yamamura’s assiduously
framed chapters delivers a perceptive
and compelling argument for how
Kusama converted the unconscious
biases as well as the overt omissions of
the international art world into genera-
tive methodologies by anticipating
many of the conceptual maneuvers
made by her U.S.-born white male artist
contemporaries. These included Claes
Oldenburg, Robert Rauschenberg, and
Andy Warhol, whose own storied
careers would eclipse Kusama’s art his-
torical reception. Despite the unassail-
able impact Kusama has had on the key
debates that have shaped postwar art—
including her first barrier breaking exhi-
bition of her infinity net paintings in
1958 set against the dominant discourse

of Abstract Expressionism up through
her ambitious public performances dur-
ing the 1960s and 1970s that foreground-
ed the commodity status of art, followed
by her large-scale outdoor sculptures
and the sensorial environments created
through her mirror rooms and experi-
mental multimedia installations that she
continues to produce—the scholarship

on Kusama is often limited to the sub-
specialty of Japanese postwar art histo-
ry. In addition to making Japanese lan-
guage primary sources newly available
in English, Yamamura’s book is an
important corrective. Rather than recu-
perating Kusama as a lost visionary or
overlooked female artist, Yamamura
deftly recasts the entire art historical

REVIEWS

Fig. 1. Eikoh Hosoe, Yayoi Kusama in 14th Street Happening (1966), Slide projections of

performance. Collection of the artist. Reproduced in Yayoi Kusama Infinity Mirrors (Hirshhorn

Museum and Delmonico Prestel, 2017), p. 119.
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postwar background against which the
production and circulation of her art-
works figure. In this way, Yamamura
argues that while Kusama’s training
may reflect her Japanese education and
cultural history, her turn toward accre-
tive and serial forms in painting and
sculpture and her adoption of film and
photography directly responded to the
specific conditions of the Cold War
milieu and reflected the rise of a neolib-
eral order that developed in the United
States and Western Europe.  Ultimately,
Yamamura makes the compelling case
that Kusama’s impact is not limited to a
strictly Asian context but instead needs
to be contextualized within a global
purview, making it required reading for
all historians that examine the postwar
period. 

The author’s rigorous archival
research, nuanced translation skills, and
fierce analytical writing does double
duty throughout this well-framed study
of this complex figure, first cutting
through the dense mythologies and
biographical narratives that have grown
around Kusama while simultaneously
unpacking her own methods and strate-
gies. Key among these are demonstrat-
ing how Kusama’s profess-ional ambi-
tions and indefatigable work ethic put
her in direct dialogue with a cadre of
highly visible and influential artists,
including Joseph Cornell, Eva Hesse,
Donald Judd, Allan Kaprow, Claes
Oldenburg, and Andy Warhol, while she
lived in New York between 1958 and
1973. Beyond formal resemblances,
Yamamura’s fastidious comparisons of
gallery exhibition checklists, studio visit
dates, and correspondence with these
artists and their network of dealers, crit-
ics, curators, and other supporters recali-
brates the timeline around momentous
developments in the history of Pop Art,
including Oldenburg’s operation of The

Store in New York’s Lower East Side and
Warhol’s introduction of wall paper as
painting.  This lack of recognition or trac-
tion in New York precipitated Kusama’s
permanent exit from the United States.

This level of archival detail is also
brought to bear on Kusama’s activities in
Europe, where she received numerous
exhibition invitations after leaving New
York and before decamping to Tokyo.

Equally illuminating to scholars of Euro-
pean contemporary art is how Kusama’s
longstanding investigations into the per-
ceptual qualities of light and space devel-
oped from her pioneering use of mirrors
and other industrialized materials,
including fluorescent lighting, various
plastics, and electrical circuitry, to create
spatial environments and installations.
Yamamura links these experiments to a
range of artists that Kusama exhibited
with during this period, including the
(Dutch) Nul, (German) Zero, and (Italian)
Azimuth groups as well as interactions
with Luciano Fontana and Yves Klein, all
the while providing new insight into the
overlapping connections—both concep-
tual and material—between these figures
in New York and Europe, which are fre-
quently written about as temporally coin-
cident phenomena but disparate and
unrelated. 

The fact that Kusama was frequently
(and often continues to be) the only
female and the only non-white artist
operating in the male-dominated
contexts of the major discourses of the
period—Happenings, Light and Space,
Minimalism, and Pop Art—combined to
make Kusama a double outlier. This
precarious position, Yamamura argues,
contributed to the delayed broader
reception and the uneven critical
attention afforded Kusama’s work
during the 1960s. As a case example,
Yamamura details how Phalli’s Field,
Kusama’s first mirror room and arguably
the first in contemporary visual art, was
installed at the Richard Castellane
Gallery between March 16 and April 22,
1966, and garnered only a mention in
Arts Magazine and ARTnews folded in
among the standard roundup review of
current exhibitions. This ground-
breaking installation multiplied the
repetition of her handmade forms drawn
from her earlier paintings, drawings, and
sculptures into a totalizing perceptual
experience reflecting the viewers’ own
body into the space of the installation.
Lucas Samaras’s comparable mirror
room, exhibited six months later at the
Pace Gallery, Yamamura notes, resulted
in a six-page interview in Artforum and a
seven-page special feature in ARTnews,
both in October 1966. The subject of
recent intense art historical scrutiny,

Phalli’s Field would become a fulcrum in
the analysis of Kusama’s prolific body of
work. The subject of the published
photographs of Phalli’s Field, for example,
shifts from the seemingly spontaneous
documentation of a live event to staging
still images for the express purpose of
media publicity. In all cases, Kusama’s
clear subject is the act of mediation itself,
which pressures the temporal constr-
uction of the audience divided between
the live event (usually connoted as
primary) and the document (often
considered secondary). Within Kusama’s
work the two often converge, challen-
ging the linear sequence of action
followed by document or enactment and
then depiction. This division would
become a key line of scholarly inquiry in
the field of performance art studies in the
late 1990s—another area that Kusama’s
practice during the 1960s helped
advance, which has not been fully
credited.

In fact, the images of Phalli’s Field are
rarely published without featuring
Kusama’s own body in various states of
performativity—laying prone in the
space in what has become her signature
red leotard, gazing at the camera while
her image is reflected exponentially in
the room’s mirrored paneling. Yama-
mura has importantly argued that these
photographs should be seen as
“collaborative” works detailing how
these now iconic images were created in
concert with the photographer Eikoh
Hosoe. His prismatic lens telegraphed
Kusama’s perceptual aims of these
earlier mirrored room installations as
well as other performances, such as the
14th Street Happening, which he
photographed from several stories
above the street (1966; Fig. 1)

Yamamura does not sidestep past the
less discussed experimental media
performances initiated by Kusama in
New York during the early 1960s that
unfolded in and around those
associated with Fluxus, Judson Dance
Theater, and Expanded Cinema. In the
chapter entitled “Eros and Liberation”
these semi-scripted public art events are
read against a background of a shifting
social and political landscape shaped by
protests against the Vietnam War, the
hippie rhetoric of free love and free
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Florine Stettheimer:
Painting Poetry  
Essays by Stephen Brown and 
Georgiana Uhlyarik
Yale University Press/The Jewish
Museum, and Art Gallery of Ontario, 2017

Marguerite Zorach: 
An Art-Filled Life 
Essays by Jane Bianco, Betsy Fahlman,
and Cynthia Fowler
Farnsworth Art Museum, 2017

Reviewed by Roberta K. Tarbell 

These recent catalogues document
exhibitions celebrating two fasci-
nating and accomplished artists,

Florine Stettheimer (1871–1944) and
Marguerite Zorach (1887–1968). Both
were groundbreaking painters, poets, and
multimedia artists deeply involved with
vanguard transatlantic intellectual, artis-
tic, and literary circles in New York dur-
ing the early twentieth century.1 Zorach
and Stettheimer were friends of Gertrude
Stein during their Paris years and later, in
New York, followed her example by wel-
coming a wide range of artists, writers,
and critics to their own homes and stu-
dios. After Georgia O’Keeffe and Marcel
Duchamp introduced Zorach and her
husband, the sculptor William Zorach, to
Stettheimer, the Zorachs often attended
the famous, sumptuous salons at the
Stettheimer home, presided over by
Florine, her sisters Carrie and Ettie, and
their mother, Rosetta. 

Stettheimer and Zorach shared
additional connections. Both exhibited
with the Salon d’Automne in Paris, the

Carnegie International (Pittsburgh), and
in the initial exhibitions of the Whitney
Museum of American Art and the Society
of Independent Artists in New York. Both
were members of the Modern Artists of
America; the Salons of America; the
Society of American Painters, Sculptors
and Gravers; and the Société Anonyme.
Zorach sketched two pencil portraits of a
middle-aged Stettheimer, and both

Zorachs contributed miniature works to
Carrie Stettheimer’s famous dollhouse
(now in the Museum of the City of New
York), which also included works by
Alexander Archipenko, Duchamp, and
Gaston Lachaise.

The large-format catalogue, Florine

Stettheimer: Painting Poetry, includes 150
illustrations in color, eleven poems,
essays with expanded endnotes by the

speech, and the rising neoliberal order.
What distinguishes Yamamura’s inter-
pretation of Kusama’s use of popular
songs and popular slogans in these
durational events is that she takes the
artist’s stated intentions alongside those
of the critics and other first-person
accounts to interpolate new meanings
from the phrases that would become
part of the artists’ visual vocabulary,
including “Endless Love,” “Love

Forever,” “Infinity,” and “Self-
Obliteration.” Not relegated to the past,
Kusama’s critical gestures during this
period have become central to a diverse
range of successive feminist visual art
strategies that attempted to deconstruct
gendered representations within mass
cultural ideology and consumer
imagery. Yamamura’s timely and
responsive study demonstrates how
these methods can be applied to the

practice of writing about global
contemporary art history as well. •

Gloria Sutton is Associate Professor of
Contemporary Art History at North-
eastern University in Boston. A research
affiliate in the Art Culture Technology
Program at MIT, Sutton is the author
of The Experience Machine: Stan VanDer-

Beek’s Movie Drome and Expanded

Cinema (2015). 

Fig. 1. Florine Stettheimer, Studio Party (Soirée) (1917–19), oil on canvas, 28 1/4” x 30”. Yale Collection

of American Literature, Beineke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University, New Haven.
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curators from the host museums, the
edited transcript of a discussion panel of
seven contemporary international
artists, and a “Selected Bibliography.” It
was disappointing not to find any
analysis of the poetry,2 and instead of an
inventory of objects on view, the book
includes an eighty-two page section of
illustrations with captions but no text.

Stephen Brown, the Neubauer Family
Foundation Associate Curator at the
Jewish Museum, described the aim of the
exhibition and catalogue as “an occasion
for reconsidering the work of the
American painter, designer, and poet
Florine Stettheimer ” (FS,12).3 In compari-
son, however, the more extensive cata-
logue for the exhibition at Lenbachaus in
Munich (2014–15), with essays by sixteen
scholars, provided a more complete re-
evaluation of Stettheimer’s idiosyncratic
creative output, with its myriad media
and various contexts.4 Brown, however,
has assimilated the many primary and
secondary resources, met the challenges
of understanding Stettheimer’s complex
art and life, and written a cogent summa-
ry with references to specific works. He
applauds the originality of Stettheimer’s
fifty drawings, paintings, and maquettes
for her bacchanalian play/ballet Orphée of

the Quat-z-Arts, inspired by both a 1910
dance performance of Vaslav Nijinsky
with the Ballets Russes, which she saw in
Paris, and the Parisian students’ annual
Bal des Quat-z-Arts. Brown writes that
these events awakened her consciousness
of “the aesthetic power of combining the
quotidian with exquisite fantasy [that]
was formative for her art” (FS, 27). This
experience prepared Stettheimer for the
success she achieved in the sets and cos-
tumes she designed for Four Saints in

Three Acts, Virgil Thomson’s opera with a
libretto by Gertrude Stein, performed at
the Wadsworth Atheneum in 1934 and
later on Broadway (FS, 40-43). 

Brown focuses on Stettheimer ’s
unique genre of group portraits of her
close friends set in her homes in New
York and Sea Bright, New Jersey, in her
studio, or in social gatherings
elsewhere. One of these, Studio Party

(Soirée) (1917–19; Fig. 1), celebrates the
unveiling of her 1915 self-portrait, A
Model (Nude Self-Portrait), with Maurice
Sterne, Isabelle and Gaston Lachaise,

Juliette and Albert Gleizes, Avery
Hopwood, and Leo Stein among those
in attendance.5

Georgiana Uhlyarik, Curator, Art
Gallery of Ontario, in “4 ST.S Seen by
Florine: A Case Study,” analyzes a single
painting, Family Portrait II (1933). The
title, inscribed in the painting’s banner
at the upper left, refers to the four
Stettheimers, who are named in pie-
shaped sections of the circular rug or
folding fan. The critic Parker Tyler,
author of a largely fictional biography of
Stettheimer, claimed that the artist
considered the painting to be “’My
Masterpiece’” (FS, 47).6 Stettheimer ’s
self-portraits and portraits of her family
are a major component of her oeuvre.
The iconography of this enigmatic
painting connects it to Monroe Wheeler
and Alfred H. Barr, Jr., both of whom
had authoritative roles at the Museum
of Modern Art, and to the RCA Building
and Radio City Music Hall at Rockefeller
Center, the Chrysler Building, Cleopatra’s
Needle (near the Metropolitan Museum)
in Central Park, the Statue of Liberty, and
the Stettheimer’s Alwyn Court home,
landmarks depicted in the painting’s
fantasy Manhattan “skyline.” Uhlyarik
concludes that because the artist’s
“original personal intentions are private
and unknowable and ... resist categorical
interpretation, ... they keep generating
meaning and attracting new admirers”
(FS, 56).

The concluding text documents a
panel discussion, “My Friend Florine: A
Conversation with Contemporaries:
Cecily Brown, Jamian Juliano-Villani,
Jutta Koether, Ella Kruglyanskaya,
Valentina Liernur, Silke Otto-Knapp,
and Katharina Wulff.” Jens Hoffmann
moderated the panel, in which these
artists, born between 1958 and 1987,
considered the significance of Stettheimer
for themselves and the art of our time.
Generally, the artists had been impressed
by Stettheimer’s paintings—especially
the Cathedral Series—when they first
encountered them in New York during
the 1990s in exhibitions at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art and the
Whitney Museum of American Art.7

They found that her acute awareness of
gender identity and duality
foreshadowed contemporary concerns.

(The works by the painters who were
represented, however, do not appear to
be directly inspired by Stettheimer.)

The Farnsworth Art Museum’s cata-
logue for the largest exhibition of

Marguerite Zorach’s work since 1973
presents new research on her murals and
textiles.8 Marguerite Zorach: An Art-Filled

Life includes essays by Jane Bianco,
Associate Curator at the Farnsworth and
the exhibition organizer, Betsy Fahlman,
and Cynthia Fowler. The three writers
consulted rarely accessed archival
resources for the artist and explained
aspects of Zorach’s career under-
represented in the literature. 

Jane Bianco’s essay, “Brilliant
Interplay: Art of Marguerite Thompson
Zorach, 1910–1940,” reveals new
insights based on her many interviews
with Zorach’s daughter, Dahlov Ipcar
(1917–2017), and documents from
Ipcar’s archives. Bianco also discusses
the intertexuality of Zorach’s poetry and
art.9 She notes the autobiographical
nature of Eden (1917; Fig. 2), showing
the nude couple embracing: “The
unusually tender depiction of Adam
and Eve may reflect the Zorachs’ own
closeness as newlyweds” (MZ, 26–27),
and conjectures that the edenic images
that the artist painted on the walls of
their home in Maine continued such
themes of their harmonious coexistence
with nature (MZ, 26).10 It is possible that
Stettheimer’s nude self-portrait was a
catalyst for Zorach to create nude self-
images veiled by vague titles. Zorach’s
Nude Reclining (1922; National Museum
of Women in the Arts) suggests both her
affirmation of the new freedoms women
had achieved and her struggle during
the 1920s with her own self-identity. 

In her essay, “Marguerite Zorach:
The Thirties and Beyond,” Betsy
Fahlman is the first scholar to publish
the four murals that Zorach created for
U.S. Post Offices, funded by the
Department of the Treasury’s Section of
Painting and Sculpture: New Hampshire

Post in Winter, Peterborough, NH (1938);
Autumn, Ripley, TN (1940); Irrigation

and Grape Picking, Fresno, CA (1939–41);
and Haymaking, Monticello, IN (1942).
These murals are an important
manifestation of what vanguard artists
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who had emerged during 1910 to 1920
did two decades later, during the
Depression years, making large public,
figurative works. Fahlman not only
discusses Zorach’s contributions to New
Deal programs and to American
Regionalism, but also her one-person
exhibitions (at Knoedler, 1944, and four
at Kraushaar Galleries, 1953–68), and
travels of her late career. 

Cynthia A. Fowler, the author of
“Marguerite Zorach’s Modernist
Embroideries,” considers Zorach’s fiber
arts in the contexts of modern textiles,
family iconography, and feminism.11 She
documents the seminal role Zorach
played in the acceptance by artists,
critics, and collectors of embroidery and
crewel work as art—through her one-
woman shows of textiles at the
Montross Gallery in 1923 and at the
Brummer Gallery in 1935 (MZ, 47).
Although Stettheimer, who was
wealthy, never sold a painting in her
lifetime, the sales of Zorach’s tapestries
were the main source of the family’s
income through the 1920s (MZ, 46-47).
The jewel of the exhibition was The

Family of John D. Rockefeller Jr. at their

Summer Home, Seal Harbor, Maine (1929-
32), which the artist considered her
textile masterpiece.

Fowler continues Bianco’s theme that
the autobiographical nature of her
works extended well beyond family
portraits. She also points out that, while
art history may have favored William
Zorach, Marguerite was an important
force in the art world, as an officer of the
Society of Independent Artists (1922–24)
and, in 1925, as the first president of the
New York Society of Women Artists, an
organization founded to provide
exhibition space for women modernists
(MZ, 53-54).

All essayists in the current publica-
tions emphasize the independent spirits
of Stettheimer and Zorach. Fahlman, for
example, defines Zorach as a “New
Woman” who relished modern social
freedoms and who helped redefine
gender norms, having “weathered the
complex gender politics of the American
avant-garde that favored male artists”
(MZ, 31), a description equally apt for
Stettheimer. Brown and Uhlyarik echo
throughout their essays the many

paradoxes and contradictions that Linda
Nochlin—with prescient insight—
established for Stettheimer in 1980,12 and

that describe most women modernist
artists, including Zorach. Nochlin’s
binaries include insider/outsider, social

Fig. 2. Marguerite Zorach, Eden (1917), wool embroidered on linen, 77 1/4” x 34”.

Collection Pamela C. Grossman.
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Eileen Agar: 
Dreaming oneself awake 
By Michel Remy
Reaktion Books, 2017

Reviewed by Judith Zilczer 

In the annals of twentieth-century art,
the name Eileen Agar (1899–1991) is
known primarily to specialists in

British Surrealism. An artist of
considerable imaginative gifts, Agar
gained recognition in the interwar
period, when the Surrealist movement
arrived from France, in her words, “to
the shores of Albion ... to mingle with
our native roots in Blake, Lewis Carroll
and Edward Lear.”1 She was the only

professional woman artist to be selected
by Roland Penrose and Herbert Read
for their groundbreaking International
Surrealist Exhibition at London’s
Burlington Galleries in 1936. Thereafter,
Agar enjoyed a long and productive
career, and her inventive collages such
as The Reaper (1938; Fig. 1), found-object
sculptures, evocative abstract paintings,
and haunting photographs earned her a
secure place in the history of Surrealism
in England and in the literature on the
role of women artists in the international
Surrealist movement. 

Agar ’s work has been featured in
solo and group exhibitions with
accompanying catalogues in which her
affiliation with Surrealism is regularly
acknowledged. Lately, however, Agar’s

identification as a Surrealist has been
questioned by Andrew Lambirth,
collaborator on her autobiography.
Echoing the observations of Whitney
Chadwick on British Surrealism, not
only did he contend that Agar’s organic
imagery is more akin to romanticism,
but he also singled out her use of collage
as the key to her entire oeuvre.2

Notwithstanding the growing body of
exhibition publications on Agar, the
story of her art and life has never before
been the subject of a scholarly
monograph that might resolve the issue
of her artistic identity.

Michel Remy, Emeritus Professor of
English Literature and Art History at the
University of Nice, France, aims to fill
this void with Eileen Agar: Dreaming

but intensely private, internal/external
worlds, and feminine but feminist—
themes that also permeate Marguerite

Zorach: An Art-Filled Life. Zorach shared
Stettheimer’s political beliefs in equality
for women, acceptance of all varieties of
sexual preference, an open-minded
attitude toward African-Americans, and
the need for government-sponsored
social programs.13 Both catalogues give
voice to these early feminist painters by
including not only their visual art but
their poems, laying the groundwork for
future exploration of the interconnect-
edness of their poetry and their art. •

Roberta K. Tarbell, Professor Emerita,
Rutgers University, Camden, and
Visiting Scholar, Center for American
Art, Philadelphia Museum of Art, has
published extensively on the Zorachs
and most recently contributed to A New

American Sculpture, 1914–1945: Lachaise,

Laurent, Nadelman, and Zorach (2017).

Notes

1. See also my review of Ellen E. Roberts,
O’Keeffe, Stettheimer, Torr, Zorach:
Women Modernists in New York, in WAJ
38, no. 1 (Spring/Summer 2017): 44 –45.

2. Although Stettheimer did not publish her
poems, many are collected in Florine
Stettheimer, Crystal Flowers: Poems and a
Libretto, Ettie Stettheimer, ed. (New York:
privately printed, 1949); reissued, Irene
Gammeland and Suzanne Zelazo, eds.

(2010). “Young Poems by William and
Marguerite Zorach” is an unpublished
manuscript assembled by Carl Schmalz,
Jr., 1964, Archives of American Art,
Smithsonian Institution, hereafter AAA SI. 

3. Contrary to a popular misconception,
Stettheimer and her paintings have not
been neglected; no fewer than thirteen
one-woman exhibitions since her death
include retrospectives at the Museum of
Modern Art (1946), the Whitney Museum
of American Art (1995) and Lenbachhaus,
Munich (2014-15). Among many publi-
cations, see for example, Barbara J.
Bloemink, The Life and Art of Florine
Stettheimer (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press,
1995); Bloemink currently is preparing a
revised biography and a catalogue
raisonné. In “Rediscovering Florine
Stettheimer (Again): The Strange Presence
and Absence of a New York Art World
Mainstay,” WAJ 32, no. 2 (Fall/Winter
2011): 22–29, H. Alexander Rich queried,
“How many times will Stettheimer have to
be ‘rediscovered’ before critics and
audiences alike accept her, once and for all,
into the artistic fold?”

4. Florine Stettheimer, Matthias Mühling,
Karin Althaus, and Susanne Bõller, eds.
(Munich: Lenbachhaus, 2014). 

5. See Bloemink, The Life and Art of Florine
Stettheimer, 96. 

6. Parker Tyler, Florine Stettheimer: A Life in
Art (New York: Farrar, Straus, 1963), 72. 

7. The Cathedrals of Broadway (1929), The
Cathedrals of Fifth Avenue (1931), The
Cathedrals of Wall Street (1939), and The
Cathedrals of Art (1942 were donated to
the Metropolitan Museum by Ettie
Stettheimer in 1953, and remain on view

there. Although il lustrated in the
catalogue, they were not in the Jewish
Museum exhibition.

8. See also my Marguerite Zorach, the Early
Years (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian
Institution Press, 1973). 

9. Zorach published her poems, in 1915 and
1916 in Others, edited by Alfred
Kreymborg, and in 1918 in Poetry, edited
by Harriet Monroe. See also “Young
Poems by Will iam and Marguerite
Zorach,” AAA SI. 

10. Zorach depicted Adam and Eve in a life-
size painting in the hallway of their home at
123 W. Tenth St., a design she repeated
full scale in Eden.

11. Fowler wrote her dissertation on the
subject (Univ. of Delaware, 2002). See also
her Hooked Rugs: Encounters in American
Modern Art, Craft and Design (Burlington
VT: Ashgate, 2013) and The Modern
Embroidery Movement (New York:
Bloomsbury Press, 2018). 

12. Linda Nochlin, “Florine Stettheimer:
Rococo Subversive,” Art in America 68
(Sept. 1980): 64–83, reprinted in Florine
Stettheimer: Manhattan Fantastica (New
York: Whitney Museum of American Art,
1995), 97–116. 

13. See Barbara Bloemink, “Imagine the Fun
Florine Stettheimer Would Have with
Donald Trump: The Artist as Feminist,
Democrat, and Chronicler of Her Time,”
Art News (July 6, 2017). http://www.
artnews.com/2017/07/06/imagine-the-
fun-florine-stettheimer-would-have-with-
donald-trump-the-artist-as-feminist-
democrat-and-chronicler-of-her-time/
(accessed July 6, 2017).
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oneself awake. In his preface to this well-
illustrated volume, Remy explains his
three-fold purpose: to explore the
encounter of “a young independent-
minded woman with the plastic arts in
the 1920s and 30s, the encounter of the
artist with the secret workings of her
own subconscious, and finally the
encounter of an English painter—and
indeed, of English art at large—with the
Surrealist movement” (6). To do so,
Remy traces Agar’s personal and artistic
evolution in five chapters that span
chronological intervals he identifies
with notable turning points in the
artist’s life (7). His account is based on
Agar’s autobiography, A Look at My Life,
published in 1988, as well as her
unpublished papers in the Tate Gallery
Archives, and his own conversations
with the artist.3

The first two chapters cover the
formative period from Agar’s birth in
Buenos Aires, Argentina, in 1899,
through 1931, and the period between
1931 and 1936, when she embraced
imaginative abstraction. The daughter
of a wealthy Scottish businessman and
an American heiress, Agar enjoyed a
privileged childhood, received an
English education, and eventually
pursued formal artistic study with
sculptor Leon Underwood at his Brook
Street School and at the Slade School in
London. Remy ably covers her
interactions with the English art world
of the 1920s and goes on to examine the
impact of her encounters with modern
art, particularly the Cubism of Juan Gris
and Czech painter Frantisek Foltyn,
during her periodic travels to France.
Remy delves into the intellectual
influence of her lover and future
husband, Joseph Bard (né Joszef
Diamant), a Hungarian expatriate writer
and classical scholar, whom she met in
1926.  By 1931, their personal and
intellectual bond led Agar to subsidize
Bard’s vanguard journal The Island and
to pen the only statement of her artistic
credo, “Religion and the Artistic
Imagination,” which appeared in the
first issue of the journal. Remy has
chosen helpfully to reprint the rare text in
its entirety as an appendix to the book.
Not only did Agar express her faith in a
kind of nature symbolism grounded in

“three emergent cultures in Russia,
Europe, and America,” but she also
claimed that: “In Europe the importance
of the subconscious in all forms of
Literature and Art establishes the
dominance of a feminine type of
imagination over the classical and more
masculine order” (221). Remy seizes
upon this essay, augmented by Agar’s
unpublished diaries, to argue for her
commitment to the Surrealist movement,
yet he avoids consideration of the
feminist perspective implicit in her essay. 

The three remaining chapters
chronicle Agar’s life and art, from her
1936 debut in the International
Surrealist Exhibition through the war
years and her continual productivity
during the postwar period of waning
Surrealist influence in the art world.
Throughout, Remy interweaves the
story of Agar ’s personal life with
analyses of her creative and social
interactions among vanguard contem-
poraries. While touching on her affairs
with British painter Paul Nash and
French poet Paul Éluard, he emphasizes
her contacts with such luminaries as
Pablo Picasso and Man Ray and
proponents of British Surrealism,

notably E. T. L. Mesens, Roland Penrose,
and poet David Gascoyne. The volume
concludes with Remy’s summation of
his argument that Agar’s search for the
marvelous epitomizes the essence of
Surrealism.

In developing his narrative, Remy
devotes considerable attention to close
iconographic readings of Agar’s art
work. His analysis invariably leads to an
attribution of Surrealist meaning in
what he terms the “mytho-poetic” con-
tent of her imagery. Over the course of
the book, these passages become repeti-
tive and too often devolve into para-
graph-long sentences that defy the syn-
tactical limits of English grammar. Apart
from such stylistic problems, the captions
for the high-quality reproductions fail to
provide dimensions or locations for any
of Agar’s works. Without such basic
information, the reader cannot judge the
scale of the art reproduced and must con-
sult the photographic credits at the end of
the book to learn where the original
works reside. Confusion also results from
conflicting dates for Agar’s decision late
in her career to begin using acrylic paint.
Although Remy at one point claims she
discovered the new medium in 1965

Fig. 1. Eileen Agar, The Reaper (1938), gouache and leaf on paper, 8 1/4” x 10 7/8”. The Tate

Gallery, London. © Estate of Eileen Agar. 
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(166), he also mentions that she began
using the medium in the late 1950s (165),
and several acrylic-based paintings
illustrated in the book are dated 1962
(164, 171). Equally troubling is the
absence of either footnotes or endnotes
to provide the documentation custom-
ary in a scholarly monograph. Although
Remy incorporates references to sources
in his text, such information is incom-
plete, and the bibliography and list of
exhibitions at the end of the book are
less than definitive.

Beyond such editorial considerations,
substantive issues emerge with the
author ’s habit of considering Agar ’s
work exclusively through the lens of
Surrealism. Writing about Agar’s later
paintings from the 1960s and 1970s, for
example, he claims: “Throughout that
period, Surrealism was constitutively
present in Agar ’s mind, whether she
accepted the idea consciously or not—
one can hardly trust her repeated
unilateral declaration of independence
from the movement” (174–79). Such an
assertion, by disparaging the artist’s own
words, undermines the intended purpose
of the book. In her autobiography, Agar
explicitly questioned two tenets of the

movement—automatism and reliance
on dreams: “I am suspicious about the
whole idea of working from dreams....
Automatism is also impractical.”4

Instead, Agar explained, “For me,
intuition combined with controlled
emotion and intellectual consideration
produce the best effects.”5

Indeed, the formal invention and
wide-ranging modernist affinities
apparent in Agar’s creative output over
seven decades exceeded the bounds of
Surrealism. As critic James Beechey
observed, “[H]er allegiance to Cubist
principles of structure and control”
shaped her approach to the collage
medium and is equally evident in her
abstract paintings.6 Such considerations
are largely absent from Eileen Agar:

Dreaming oneself awake. A more nuanced
approach to Eileen Agar’s art and her
relation to Surrealism might have
yielded greater understanding of the
artist and the originality of her
contribution to modern art. •

Judith Zilczer, Curator Emerita of the
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture
Garden, has organized more than two
dozen exhibitions and published widely

on modern and contemporary art. Her
most recent book is A Way of Living: The

Art of Willem de Kooning (2014, 2nd ed.
2017). 

Notes
1. Eileen Agar with Andrew Lambirth, A

Look at My Life (London: Methuen, 1988),
114.

2. Andrew Lambirth, Eileen Agar: An Eye for
Collage (Chichester: Pallant House
Gallery, in association with Ava Publishing,
Lausanne, 2008).  On the romantic
sensibil ity of British Surrealists, see
Whitney Chadwick, Women Artists and
the Surrealist Movement (Boston: Little,
Brown and Company, 1985), 146.

3. Portions of Agar’s papers have been
digitized and are accessible online at the
Tate Gallery Archives website, a fact not
mentioned in the book’s bibliography.

4. Agar, A Look at My Life, 125.

5. Ibid., 126.

6. James Beechey, “Surrealism Returns;
Moore; Agar,” The Burlington Magazine
151, no. 1270 (Jan. 2009): 47–50. For
another perspective on Agar’s reputation
as a Surrealist, see Richard Cork, “The
forgotten Surrealist,” FT.com (London, Nov.
18, 2008) https://search-proquest.com.
library.access.arlingtonva. us./printviewfile?
accountid=46215 (accessed Oct. 29, 2017).

Radical Bodies: 
Anna Halprin, Simone Forti,
and Yvonne Rainer in
California and New York,
1955–1972 
By Ninotchka Bennahum, Wendy Perron,
Bruce Robertson, et al
University of California Press, in
association with the Art, Design &
Architecture Museum, University of
California, Santa Barbara, 2017

The Concrete Body:
Yvonne Rainer, Carolee
Schneemann, Vito Acconci 
By Elise Archias
Yale University Press, 2016

Reviewed by Aliza Edelman 

Dance was a revolutionary influ-
ence on the broader visual arts in
the postwar years. Artists Anna

Halprin (b. 1920), Simone Forti (b. 1935),
and Yvonne Rainer (b. 1934) literally
reshaped the boundaries of modern
dance, and in turn positioned the radical

female body directly within prominent
political, feminist, and racial debates in
the United States. Radical Bodies is an eye-
opening catalogue documenting an exhi-
bition that focused on the intergenera-
tional narratives, relationships, and cre-
ative innovations of these three women. It
is also a fascinating journey that flows
seamlessly between California and New
York, and highlights an auspicious gath-
ering of dancers, including Forti and
Rainer, in August 1960 for an experimen-
tal workshop on the expansive outdoor
dance deck attached to Halprin’s home
on the slopes of Mount Tamalpais. This
majestic backdrop in Marin County

played host at various times (Fig. 1) to
scores of dancers, artists, composers,
and choreographers, including Merce
Cunningham, John Cage, Robert Morris,
and LaMonte Young. On the East Coast,
the Judson Memorial Church, home to the
Judson Dance Theater (founded in the
spring of 1962), saw a similar ground-
swell of artistic and theatrical “experi-
mentation.” In early fall of 1960, pianist
Robert Dunn (a student of Cage) held
composition classes at Merce Cunning-
ham’s lower Manhattan studio, initially
attended by Forti, Rainer, and Steve
Paxton, and later by Trisha Brown,
Lucinda Childs, Robert Morris, Elaine
Summers, and Robert Rauschenberg,
among many others. Radical Bodies argues
that both coasts and communities, with
their overlapping cast of characters and
networks, were aligned to generate
extraordinary changes in postmodern
dance and art in the 1960s. 
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In the introductory overview, primary
co-authors Wendy Perron, Ninotchka
Bennahum, and Bruce Robertson (other
contributors include Forti, John Rockwell,
and Morton Subotnick) position the
body’s radicality around the central idea
of the “unadorned” corporeal subject;
here, embodiment refers collectively to
the dancer ’s potential to act
collaboratively and freely with her
environment, public space, and the
audience, to embrace improvisation and
disregard structures, and to mine
quotidian elements and objects of
everyday existence. Isadora Duncan had
heretofore “liberated dance from
aristocratic codes of behavior,” and
Halprin, Forti, and Rainer were drawing
on such earlier models (RB, 35). In the
sixties, nudity was exercised as an
emblematic state of social and spatial
freedom, presented symbolically in
Halprin’s ritualized, task-oriented
expression of “undressing and dressing”
in her groundbreaking choreography
Parades and Changes (1965); Rainer
eliminated gender role designation in
Words Words (1963), which she performed
nude with Steve Paxton, but also
politically capitalized on the nude body
in her 1970 rendition at Judson of Trio A

with Flags, People’s Flag Show, for
which flags draping five naked dancers
opened a discourse on war and censor-
ship (RB, 48–49). 

As the eldest, Halprin’s fundamental
approach, grounded in dance’s ethical
and moral purpose, presupposes the art
form’s capacity not only to intersect and
advance cultural and civil issues but
also to “construct new ways of being
through the practice of conscious
movement” (RB, 56). Bennahum’s essay
emphasizes Halprin’s strong connection
to Judaism, relating the underlying
experience of diasporic narratives and
xenophobia to her intellectual growth as
an artist, and moreover positing her
autobiography among a much wider
group of mid-century artists similarly
recoiling from news of the Holocaust. In
her college’s Hillel at the University of
Wisconsin–Madison (1938–42), Anna
Schuman met fellow student Lawrence
Halprin, her future husband and a
landscape architect with whom she
collaborated throughout her career.

Together they engaged theoretically
with Judaism’s moral compass as a
guide for democratic and social learning
via Justice Brandeis and the important
ideas put forth by the Hillel director,
Rabbi Max Kadushin. Halprin thus
pursued from her earliest choreographies
an “ethics of embodiment,” turning
equally to the lessons obtained in
Kadushin’s Organic Thinking, which
revealed the “physical manifestation” of
sacred texts and moral principles, such as
the Talmud and tikkum olam, and likewise
those of teacher Margaret H’Doubler,
whose non-systemized and kinesthetic
study of dance’s history revitalized
form (RB, 62).1 Halprin’s The Prophetess

(1947) addresses these ideas in the title’s
reference to the Jewish figure, Devorah.
For Halprin, dance was above all a form
of activism with ethical and feminist
“imperatives,” as Bennahum argues,
whose rejection of traditional technique
and narratives in favor of ordinary
movements unearthed a new “gestural”
vocabulary reconfiguring the body’s
“nonhierarchical” relationship to space
(RB, 69, 71–72). This was humorously

exemplified by the casually dressed
performers walking up a San Francisco
street in People on a Slant (1953) or the
simple domestic act of cooking an egg
for breakfast in Apartment 6 (1965).
Moreover, the environment and the
audience form a partnership as a new
dimension of public space. Formal and
gendered barriers dissolve in the
development of Halprin’s “Paper and
Dance,” a section of Parades and Changes

(1965–67), where the interaction of male
and female nude dancers tearing,
folding, and manipulating materials
subverts the stage to the topography of
the body. 

Further breaking down barriers was
Simone Forti’s introduction of the term
“Dance Constructions” to define a
holistic unity between objects and
movement that explored the “inter-
connectedness of the body” (RB, 89, 91).
Forti’s childhood fascination with
animals and her experiences as a Jewish
Italian émigré had early significance. As
Perron explains in her essay, it was
Halprin who initially encouraged and
guided Forti’s engagement in the mid-

Fig. 1 Anna Halprin, The Branch, the Halprins’ dance deck, Kentfield, CA (c. 1957), with A.A.

Leath, Anna Halprin, and Simone Forti. Photo: Warner Jepson. Estate of Warner Jepson, 2017.

Museum of Performance + Design, San Francisco.
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fifties with improvisation, first at the
Halprin-Lathrop Studio in San
Francisco and later at Halprin’s dance
deck workshops where the body was
situated in the natural landscape and
the influence of Cage, Taoism, and Zen
Buddhism strongly resounded. The
catalogue’s publication of Forti’s private
letters to Halprin conveys her poignant
emotional reliance on her mentor. Yet
Forti’s development towards “generic”
and “undomesticated” movement was
conceptually reinforced by the gestural
impact of Japanese Gutai artist Saburo
Murakami’s Passing Through (1956), and
the free-form happenings created by
artist Robert Whitman, with whom she
performed in New York and later
married (she was previously married to
artist Robert Morris) (RB, 98). In Dunn’s
composition class, moreover, she further
realized the interconnections between
chance, nature, and rules, ideas manifest
in the Chinese book, The I Ching, or The

Book of Changes. With this foundation
and her relationship to the New York
School, she advanced the ingenious and
hybridized ideas around “Dance
Constructions,” which included Huddle,
Platforms, and Slant Board, originally
performed in 1961 at Yoko Ono’s
downtown loft and shown today (and
recently acquired by MoMA) as a set of

instructions with quotidian objects and
performers following and interacting
accordingly. 

Through Forti, not surprisingly,
Yvonne Rainer released herself from the
weight of dance histories. But it was
through the latter ’s complex relation-
ship to the expansive scene in New York
surrounding Minimalism, and her
dense critical writings, that she had a
significant and reciprocal impact on her
fellow contemporary artists, Robertson
offers. Rainer ’s work thus resonated
widely in the avant-garde circles of Pop,
Fluxus, and Minimalism and its
newfound focus on the active role of the
spectator. Her extensive study of the
real “body as art”—a rapprochement
among gestures, material objects, texts
and music—was germane to Rauschen-
berg, with whom she worked at Judson
from 1962 to 1966, as well as artists
George Sugarman, Claes Oldenburg,
George Brecht, and Eleanor Antin,
among others. Richard Serra, for
example, saw in Rainer’s performances
a clarification of space, time and
material in relation to the body, and his
Verb List of 1967 follows in form
Rainer’s rigorous table of terms (here
comparing Minimalist sculpture and
dance) that introduced her now
celebrated 1966 text, “A Quasi Survey of

Some ‘Minimalist’ Tendencies In the
Quantitatively Minimal Dance Activity
Midst the Plethora, or an Analysis of
Trio A” (RB, 123).2 As Robertson argues,
Rainer ’s choreography consistently
“blur[s] the distinctions we make
between sculpture and dance,” while
likewise traversing cultural history:
Parts of Some Sextets (1965) draws upon a
solemn eighteenth-century diary that
correlates to the dancer ’s unfolding
thirty-one movements, over thirty
second frames, amid a wild assemblage-
like mattress pile (RB, 133). 

Elise Archias’s theoretical study of the
concrete body in the United States

after World War II includes case studies
on Rainer, Carolee Schneemann, and Vito
Acconci. Further bridging relationships
among dance and painting, sculpture,
and performance, Archias significantly
informs the discussion on embodiment to
reflect a contemporary engagement with
bodily materiality and abstraction. Her
carefully delineated introduction explores
the anti-heroic, task-oriented, impersonal
and “self-contained” performative body
as one deeply embedded in our physical
world and the “lived immediacy of
everyday life” in the 1960s (CB, 2). In con-
trast to the agile, laboring thrust behind
Pollock’s drip paintings and the purpose-
ful gestures indexing Abstract Express-
ionism, the abject actions of Rainer,
Schneemann, and Acconci risk vulnera-
bility, ambiguity, banality and misinter-
pretation. Leaning heavily on T.J. Clark’s
wide analyses of art’s physical materiali-
ty in the nineteenth and twentieth cen-
turies to serve as a formal grounding in
artistic practice itself, or in Archias’s
terms, a “concrete medium of communi-
cation,” the author determines the struc-
tural “physicality of the ordinary body”
newly expressed and negotiated in the
dances, representations, performances or
concretions (in Schneemann’s words)
developed by these three artists vis-à-vis
their contingent environments (CB, 7, 11,
13). 

The author privileges painting’s
abstract language as a material presence
in postwar New York, as addressed by
Clement Greenberg, in the development
of Rainer ’s “tasklike” style, from her
early choreographies such as Terrain

Fig. 2. Carolee Schneemann, Meat Joy (Nov. 16–18, 1964), Judson Memorial Church. Photo: Al

Giese. Carolee Schneemann Papers, Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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(1963) leading up to such major works
from the late sixties as Trio A (1966) and
The Mind Is A Muscle (1968). The urgency
of Rainer’s 1968 statement, “My body
remains the enduring reality,” aptly
dovetails Theodor Adorno’s relegation of
art’s purpose in the worldly realm to
sanction “the primacy of reality” (CB, 31).
Most interesting is the process through
which Rainer arrives at her “look of
ordinariness” in distinction to the grave
expressivity of Martha Graham, for
example, to reveal a concrete “matter-of-
fact” sensibility in the body’s own
materiality (CB, 53).

Archias thus turns specifically to the
“materiality of sex” in her close reading of
the development of Schneemann’s epic
score for Meat Joy of 1964 (Fig. 2)—utiliz-
ing ten performers, raw materials (includ-
ing meat) and popular music—situated
historically amid the formative postwar
constructions and “cultural codes” on
sexuality, from Hugh Hefner’s popular
Playboy to Wilhelm Reich’s (a pupil of
Freud) Marxist psychoanalytic writings
on sex (a significant early resource for the
artist) (CB, 81).3 As with Rainer, Archias
frames Schneemann through the impor-
tant feminist lens of modernist abstrac-
tion, the centrality of the artist’s early
explorations in gestural painting to the
vital presence and cultural positioning of
the artist’s own body as “painting-con-
structions” or “concretions,” manifest at-
large in her later celebrated performance,
Interior Scroll (1975). Tellingly, Meat Joy’s
aesthetics of sex embodied in the under-
lying choreography of materials and per-
formers—meat and bodily collisions—is a

compelling examination by Archias, fur-
ther exploring Schneemann’s erotic con-
ceptualization and Reichian influence as
the happening was first executed and crit-
ically received in Paris. Of particular
interest is Schneemann’s approach as an
“untrained” dancer to the performer’s
corporeal relationships in space and to
their bodies as “unfinished” material
(CB, 95).

Turning to Acconci, the author
extends her arguments on embodiment
and structure to his early performances
between 1969 and 1971, including the
filmed adaptation studies. She under-
scores their more aggressive manifesta-
tions reliant on the “constrained” body’s
reflexive and stressed response to a “set of
conditions”—such as balls thrown at a
blinded person or soapy water thrown in
one’s face—in tandem with the audi-
ence’s or camera’s presence and position-
ing (CB, 123, 125). While Acconci’s con-
ceptual language of exchange structuring
relationships and desire was framed
potentially through Foucauldian or
Butlerian poststructuralist angles of sexu-
ality, power and discourse, Archias
grounds the artist’s ideas more squarely
in the social and historical theories from
the sixties on informational systems.
Therein, Archias revisits her earlier the-
sis on how we must continually “under-
stand the signifiers of embodiment” in a
performer’s bodily practice, and specifi-
cally for Acconci, whose early produc-
tion of concrete poetry supports his dis-
position in a capitalist world towards a
“communicative” and abstracted physi-
cality (CB, 133, 135). 

If Radical Bodies elucidates postwar
embodiment through sweeping female
and professional interrelationships, The

Concrete Body provides the vast “theoreti-
cal underpinnings” conditioning such
affinities. Both face the undue challenge
of conveying dance and performance
through photography, as the still image
becomes an index of meaning, even as the
exhibition component of Radical Bodies

includes video and a few installations.
Nevertheless, both books significantly
revisit the body of the sixties as a living
and breathing resource of inspiration,
complexity, and revolution. •

Aliza Edelman is a freelance critic and
curator. Her most recent article in WAJ is
“The Particle and the Wave: Sandra
Lerner ’s Metaphysical Landscapes,
Taoism, and the Calligraphic Impulse”
(2016). In 2017, she curated two
exhibitions, “Judith Lauand: Brazilian
Concrete Abstractions” and “Bruno
Miguel: Seduction and Reason,” both in
New York City. 

Notes
1. See Max Kadushin, Organic Thinking: A

Study in Rabbinic Thought (New York:
Jewish Theological Seminary of America,
1938).

2. Rainer’s 1966 essay was originally
published in Gregory Battcock, ed.
Minimal Art: A Critical Anthology (New
York: E.P. Dutton, 1968). 

3. See Wilhelm Reich, Selected Writings: An
Introduction to Orgonomy (New York:
Farrar, Straus, and Cudahy, 1951). 
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We Wanted a Revolution:
Black Radical Women
1965-85, A Sourcebook 
Edited by Catherine J. Morris 
and Rujeko Hockley
Brooklyn Museum, 2017

Reviewed by Lisa Farrington 

In honor of the tenth Anniversary of
the Brooklyn Museum’s Elizabeth A.
Sackler Center for Feminist Art,

curators launched the 2017 campaign
dubbed “A Year of Yes: Reimagining
Feminism,” which includes a series of
public programs and ten exhibits that
take a revisionist look at the Feminist
Movement.  Key to the museum’s
campaign is an ambitious traveling
show of the art of black women entitled
“We Wanted a Revolution: Black Radical
Women 1965-85,” which includes forty
major artists, including Emma Amos,
Maren Hassinger, Senga Nengudi,
Lorraine O’Grady, Howardena Pindell,
Faith Ringgold, and Betye Saar. Many of
the works featured in the show (such as
Dindga McCannon’s Revolutionary Sister

(Fig. 1) and Ringgold’s For the Women’s

House, both 1971) have become iconic
representations of black feminist art.
The goal of the exhibit, according to
Museum Director Anne Pasternak, is to
acknowledge “the diversity, voices, and
concerns of women outside the largely
middle-class white leadership of the
mainstream Feminist Movement” (10). 

Published by the Brooklyn Museum
in conjunction with the exhibit is a book
of the same name, subtitled “A
Sourcebook” and edited by Catherine J.
Morris, Curator of the Sackler Center,
and Rujeko Hockley, one-time Assistant
Curator for Contemporary Art and now
on the curatorial staff of the Whitney
Museum. A Sourcebook is not what one
might expect—that is, it is not an
exhibition catalogue (which is planned
for some time later during the show’s
2017–18 tour to the California African
American Museum in Los Angeles, the
Albright-Knox Art Gallery in Buffalo,
and the Institute of Contemporary
Art/Boston). It is, instead, an astutely
annotated compilation of 38 original
documents produced by renowned

activists and black feminists from the
1960s to the 1980s. Judiciously chosen,
these primary sources offer some of the
most powerful, insightful and honest
statements ever made on the schism
between white and black feminists, and
the distinct problems minority feminists
faced in their quest for empowerment
and equity.

A Sourcebook is divided into eleven
unnumbered chapters or segments,
organized roughly chronologically.
Chapters are theme-based and cover
everything from the Spiral black (and
almost solely male) artists collective of
the 1960s to the Judson Three cause

celebre of 1971 that resulted in black
feminist artist Faith Ringgold’s arrest
for flag desecration; to racial tensions
among editors and contributors to the
feminist journal Heresies; to a range of
discussions on art world racism and
sexual identity biases. The roster of
contributors to A Sourcebook includes
men, women, Blacks, Whites, Asians,
and Latinas, and reads like a Who’s
Who of feminist art theory and
activism—Kay Brown, Alice Walker,
Audre Lorde, Michele Wallace, Flo
Kennedy, Lucy Lippard, Tony Whitfield,
Lowery Sims, Lorraine O’Grady, Vivian
E. Browne, Emma Amos, Lorna
Simpson, Ana Mendieta, Beverly
Buchanan, Howardena Pindell, James
Baldwin, bell hooks, Sam Gilliam, Joe
Overstreet, Melvin Edwards, William T.
Williams and others.

The introduction, “Revolutionary
Hope: Landmark Writings, 1965-85,”
eloquently penned by the book’s
editors, is thorough and lucid, offering
an excellent overview of the show and
the book. Morris and Hockley describe
the goals of the exhibition and give a
history of feminism and the Black
Feminist Art Movement that hits all the
high notes. They also discuss what it
meant to be a black feminist during the
years covered by the exhibit—someone
doubly oppressed as both a woman and
a minority, who had to be, in the words
of Lorraine Hansberry, “twice militant”1

(17). The organization and nature of A
Sourcebook is described as a compend-
ium of voices unheard by mainstream
feminism, which are highlighted
through crucial historic documents and

revealing conversations. Contextual
abstracts of key writings are included in
the introductory section along with
quotes from the more radical feminist
voices, such as Morrison, Linda LaRue
and Lorde, the latter of whom remarked
that “Black women have no abiding
admiration of white women as
competent, complete people [but rather
see them as] willful children, pretty
children, mean children, ugly children …
never as adults capable of handling the
real problems of the world”2 (18-19).
After offering such a provocative peek
at the book, the authors quickly mitigate
the most militant remarks quoted (in my
opinion, unnecessarily) by stating that
the remarks “do not dispute that white
women were in need of liberation, or
that they had valid complaints—only
that there are levels to oppression”(19). 

Section one, written by contributor
Connie Choi, Associate Curator at the
Studio Museum in Harlem, documents
the history of the civil rights artists
group, Spiral, founded by Romare
Bearden, Norman Lewis, Charles Alston
and other key male players of the Black
Arts Movement. As is the case with each
section, the numbered sources are
preceded by a commissioned essay
which places the sources in context. In
the case of Spiral, the context is
patriarchy and the roles of the very few
women who were making their voices
heard at the time—Elizabeth Catlett, Jae
Jarrell, and Ringgold and her group,
Where We At—Black Women Artists.
The sources in this section provide
mostly male voices (Spiral members)
and center on black liberation rather
than women’s liberation—presumably
as a jumping off point for the feminist
content to follow, since black women
artists were largely ignored by Spiral.
The sources in this section include a
1966 Jeanne Siegel Artnews interview
with members of the group who discuss
their careers, politics, and aesthetic
philosophies. A single brief comment is
made by the group’s only woman
member, Emma Amos, who calls for
Spiral to be integrated, but makes no
mention of women’s concerns, given her
status as a college student and the only
woman, sponsored into the group by
Hale Woodruff. 
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Source 2 of the first section is an
Ebony Magazine Larry Neal article from
1966 entitled “Any Day Now: Black Art
and Black Liberation,” in which the
author defines the meaning of Black
Power and the history of the Black Arts
Movement (rooted in the literature,
visual art and music of the Harlem
Renaissance). Neal takes a staunchly
militant and unvarnished (“… a
cultureless revolution is a bullcrap tip”)
(44) stance on the need for black self-
determination and self-definition, and
on the decadence of white art that
compels blacks to see themselves
through white eyes. Illuminating this
manuscript (to adopt the Medieval Art
term) is a photograph of the actual full
color magazine cover and pages
wherein the source first appeared. In
fact, this technique is utilized
throughout the book. Exceptional about
these illustrations is that they are
photographed well enough to be
readable, and yellowed pages and cast
shadows are included to suggest the
presence of a real book or magazine.
These illustrations have the capacity to
transport readers back in time, as one
recalls the look of magazines from the
1970s—their page layouts, pictures,
coarse paper, and advertisements
showing women wearing afros and
mini-skirts or turtlenecks and long
vests. Source 3 of the introduction is Jeff
Donaldson’s iconic “10 in Search of a
Nation” article published in an October
1970 issue of Black World; and Source 4 is
Kay Brown’s 1972 Feminist Art Journal

essay describing the nature and make-
up of WWA (“Where We At” Black
Women Artists). 

Section two, “Race and Women’s
Liberation” takes readers into the meat of
the book with a contextualization of the
sources by Hockley. It includes sources 5
through 9: Mary Ann Weather ’s “An
Argument for Black Women’s Liberation
as a Revolutionary Force,” which
appeared in No More Fun and Games: A

Journal of Female Liberation in 1969; Toni
Morrison’s “What the Black Woman
Thinks About Women’s Lib,” from a
1971 issue of the New York Times

Magazine; Toni Morrison’s classic “In
Search of Our Mothers’ Gardens”; and
Mary Sloan’s treatise on the National

Black Feminist Organization, both from
the May 1974 issue of Ms. Magazine.

Michelle Wallace’s interview of her
mother, Ringgold, on the artist’s
feminist chef d’oeuvre, the 1971 mural For

the Women’s House is the sole content of
the next section. Plucked from the pages
of the April 1972 issue of the Feminist Art

Journal, the interview is contextualized
with a brief history of Ringgold’s
feminist art, activism, and membership
in WSABAL (Women Students and
Artists for Black Art Liberation).

The “Collective Artist Actions in
New York” section is introduced by
Carmen Hermo, Assistant Curator of
Brooklyn’s Sackler feminist art
collection, who details the history and
activities of the BECC (Black Emergency
Cultural Council), the AWC (Art
Workers’ Coalition), WAR (Women
Artists in Revolution), the Metropolitan
Museum’s “Harlem on My Mind”
exhibition controversy, and the historic
Judson Three’s curation of the “People’s
Flag Show.” Hermo’s is a splendid
overview of the topic of collectivist
actions that gives one a real sense of the
agitprop excitement of the age. Sources
in this section include published letters
and typed statements such as the list of
fourteen demands made by the AWC of
the Museum of Modern Art, including a
call for equal representation of women
in the museum’s exhibits; a leaflet
distributed to Whitney Museum visitors
by WAR, WSABAL and the Women’s
Ad Hoc Committee, exposing and
critiquing the museum’s meager
representation of women there; a letter
of withdrawal from the Whitney exhibit,
“Contemporary Black Artists in
America” penned by, among others,
Sam Gilliam, Joe Overstreet, Melvin
Edwards, and William T. Williams,
lamenting what they saw as a “token”
(124) show that was poorly curated and
researched; and open letters published
in Artforum in May of 1971, defending
the Judson Three and written by three
attorneys, including Flo Kennedy.

Equally substantive, historic and
discerning, subsequent sections include
a fifth, introduced by Hockley, which is
devoted to the contributions and
history of JAM Gallery and its founder,
Lynda Goode Bryant. A Tony Whitfield
interview of Bryant published in Black

American Cultural History in 1994
provides a thorough history of JAM.
Particularly poignant in this section is a
hand-written 1967 letter written by a
17- year-old Bryant to her parents. The
sole black in a white private school
(after being expelled from public
school for mouthing off to her
teachers), the precocious Bryant waxes
philosophical about her experiences of
racial disparity and integration,
followed by a telling P.S. requesting

Fig. 1. Dindga McCannon. Revolutionary

Sister (1971), Mixed media construction on

wood, 62” x 27”. Brooklyn Museum, Gift of

R.M. Atwater, Anna Wolfrom Dove, Alice

Fiebiger, Joseph Fiebiger, Belle Campbell

Harriss, and Emma L. Hyde, by exchange,

Designated Purchase Fund, Mary Smith

Dorward Fund, Dick S. Ramsay Fund, and

Carll H. de Silver Fund, 2012.80.32. ©Artist or

artist’s estate. Photo: Brooklyn Museum.
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that her parents send her $5 to buy
Franz Fanon’s book, Black Skin, White

Masks. In the sixth and shortest section,
Senga Nengudi’s own words describe
her 1978 Freeway Fets (performed with
David Hammonds, Houston Conwil,
Hassinger, Ulysses Jenkins and others).
So complete is Nengudi’s description
and Hockley’s contextualization of the
performance that the single “source” in
this section—an announcement card for
the event featuring little more than
filmstrip images of the under-the-
freeway performance, location, date and
time of the event—is more than enough
for the reader to imagine precisely what
took place. 

Section seven is devoted to the
Boston-based, lesbian “Combahee River
Collective” (named after the 1863
Combahee Ferry raid led by Harriet
Tubman, which freed 750 slaves). The
collective’s 1977 “A Black Feminist
Statement” is stunning evidence of
how far ahead of the curve members
were in their fight against not only
racial and gender equality but, in their
words, “racial, sexual, heterosexual,
and class oppression” (174). Morris’s
chapter on “Struggling for Diversity in
Heresies” is especially revealing
regarding the exclusion of women of
color from its 1977 “Lesbian Art and
Artists” issue; and the subsequent white
matriarchal position taken by certain
Heresies Collective and editorial staff
members after agreeing to publish
a “Third World Women—The Politics
of Being Other” issue in 1979, (and later,
in 1982, producing the “Racism is the
Issue”). Tensions between white and
black players in this multi-year drama
are palpable in the editorial statements
penned by the women of color who
guest-edited or otherwise contributed
to the issues. Especially witty and
telling is Emma Amos’s article in
Heresies 15, “Some Do’s and Don’ts for
Black Women Artists.” Amos’s pithy
advice includes: “Don’t fantasize
about winning recognition without
breaking your behind for it”; “Don’t
complain about being a black woman
artist in the ‘80s”; and “Don’t take
your art to Soho or 57th Street without
Alex Katz’s written introduction…”
(205).

Section nine centers on the historic
1980 A.I.R. exhibit curated by Ana
Mendieta, “The Dialectics of Isolation:
An Exhibition of Third World Women
Artists of the United States,” which
functioned as a critique of A.I.R., the
women-only cooperative gallery which,
like Heresies, had few minority members
(most notably, Mendieta and Pindell)
and tended to exclude women of limited
economic means. Artists’ statements
from “The Dialectics” catalogue are
included as sources here. Among the
contributors are Nengudi, Beverly
Buchanan, Janet Olivia Henry, and
Pindell (who exhibited her iconic Free,

White and 21 video in the show).
Pindell’s statement reads in part: “all
non-white Americans face racism
projected on them by white males and
females…. The white feminist who
wishes equality for herself too often
remains a racist in her ‘equality’ ” (222).
Pindell’s remarks about her motivation
for creating the video (wherein she
wears “whiteface” makeup and a blond
wig while intoning a monologue of a
white woman speaking patronizingly to
an unseen black woman) and the
transcription of the actual speech from
the video reveal the intensity of
Pindell’s disgust with racism within the
Feminist Art Movement.

Closing the volume are a chapter on
“Gender Politics at the Intersection of
Race, Class, and Sexual Identity” and one
on “The Eighties” (annotated by Hermo
and Hockley, respectively). Chapter ten,
“Gender Politics,” addresses the
heterosexuality of mainstream feminism,
which displayed about as much interest
in queer feminists as in minority ones.
Notable contributors to the sources in this
segment are feminist and queer theorists
and writers Gloria Anzaldua, Audre
Lorde, and James Baldwin. A stunning
pair of portraits by illustrator Higgins
Bond of Lorde and Baldwin accompanied
their published conversation in a 1984
issue of Essence Magazine—serving as
reminders of genius lost (Lorde and
Baldwin both died of cancer within 8
years of the interview). Far from
anticlimactic, A Sourcebook ends with an
explosive topic. “The Eighties” chapter
takes on the now infamous The Nigger

Drawings exhibit (which, by the way,

had nothing to do with “Niggers”) by
white artist Donald Newman, mounted
at Artists Space in 1979. Sources here
include Pindell’s impeccably researched
document (hand-typed, gritty and
shocking in what its statistics reveal),
“Art (World) & Racism: Testimony,
Documentation and Statistics.” Pindell
presented her research at Hunter
College in New York in 1987. Included
in the report were letters of protest
against the Newman show, written to
Artists Space funder, the New York State
Council on the Arts, by Studio Museum
Director Mary Schmidt Campbell and
renowned art historian Carol Duncan;
and a letter-to-the-editor of Women

Artists News from Judith Wilson, editor
of Afro-American Art History (today The

International Review of African-American

Art), calling out Barbara Barr for her
racially insensitive remarks about
conceptual artist Adrian Piper made in
the June 1987 issue of Women Artists

News. 
This source is followed by an

interview of Camille Billops by bell
hooks about the artist’s powerful and
award-winning films—Suzanne, Suzanne

(1982) and Finding Christa (1991), on
women in her family (including herself)
who have had to struggle with heroin
addiction, domestic abuse, mental illness,
unwanted pregnancy, motherhood, and
adoption. The book closes with a pithy
and often poetic description by Lisa Jones
of her time with the Rodeo Caldonia
High-Fidelity Performance Theater, an
inter-arts collective of twenty-something
women visual artists writers, actors and
musicians. From Jones’s words and from
a double-spread Interview Magazine photo
of the attractive, lively group, one gets a
clear sense of the love shared between
Rodeo members, their camaraderie and
unique personalities. Significant is that
they represent a shift in the attitudes of
minority women artists by the end of
the 1980s, away from agitprop action
and toward a more laissez-faire attitude
about Black Power and women’s rights.
According to Hockley, “these were not
their fights…. Beneficiaries of the gains
of the Civil Rights, Black Power, and
Feminist … movements, Jones and her
cohort were raised in a more integrated
society and living through the lens of
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the “ain’t-nothin’-goin’-on-but-the-rent”
eighties (255), which allowed them the
freedom to “love themselves fiercely.”3

As if to punctuate this last essay,
excerpted from Jones’s 1994 Bulletproof

Diva, the glossy back cover of A

Sourcebook sports an illustration of
McCannon’s assemblage, Revolutionary

Sister—a woman clad in a crown and
belt made of real bullets. 

Perusing each full-length original
text, undiluted, is a powerful reader
experience that exposes one to the
thought processes of a remarkable
contingent of activists and feminist
trailblazers. I must admit, however, that
the individual chapter prologues, which
perfectly clarify the sources to follow,
are the real stars of the text. Suspending

my expectation of the usual catalogue
that accompanies an exhibit, I found We

Wanted a Revolution: Black Radical Women

1965-85: A Sourcebook to be an unmatched
resource that should be required reading
in university Africana, American, and
Gender Studies Departments, as well as
in art history programs, nationwide.
Impeccably and innovatively designed
(alternating gray, white and black pages;
rectangular boxes  drawn around each
source reference;  and 3-D reproductions
of original journals and letters), this is not
your typical anthology, but rather a well-
structured, astutely annotated, and
beautifully produced book that the
authors and the Brooklyn Museum
should be proud of. I, for one, am
grateful for their efforts. •

Lisa Farrington is Founding Chair
Emeritus of the Department of Art and
Music, John Jay College of Criminal
Justice / City University of New York.

Notes
1. Lorraine Hansberry, radio interview by

Studs Terkel, WFMT Radio, Chicago, 12
May 1959, transcript published as “Make
New Sounds: Studs Terkel Interviews
Lorraine Hansberry,” American Theater
(November 1984): 6.

2. Toni Morrison. “What the Black Woman
Thinks About Women’s Lib,” New York
Times Magazine, 22 August 1971, 14-15.

3. Ntozake Shange. for colored girls who
have considered suicide when the rainbow
is enuf: a choreopoem. (New York:
Scribner Poetry, 1997), 63.

Tracey Emin: 
Works 2007-2017 
By Jonathan Jones
Rizzoli, 2017

The Memory of Your Touch
By Tracey Emin; essay by Jonathan Jones
Xavier Hufkens, 2017

Reviewed by Jan Garden Castro 

In Tracey Emin: Works, Jonathan Jones
compares Tracey Emin’s art to
Cycladic art, the Venus of Willendorf,

Van Gogh’s bedroom in Arles, the art of
Lucian Freud, Francis Bacon, August
Rodin, Michelangelo, Rogier van der
Weyden, Egon Schiele, Edvard Munch,
and other men. Is her work one eighth as
groundbreaking as Michelangelo’s? Why
are women missing from the canon
Jones generates? The short answer is
that, based on this book, Emin and Jones
seem to value art solely by famous men.
Historically, comparisons are often used
to include or exclude artists—as women
were excluded from the canon for
centuries. In The Memory of Your Touch,

the focus is touch in every sense of the
word. Let me first discuss Emin’s art
and writings, then Jones’s two essays in
these two books, and, finally, my
opinion.

Tracey Emin’s insistence on the
line itself is original and striking in
Works. Her elementary outlines
and the linear facet in her work
somehow incorporate abstraction,
figuration, and self-expression.
Her sexual self oozes from this
new huge book, as in God, I wanted

You (2012), a two-page spread that
is a full frontal female outline, legs
open in Prussian blue. Outlines of
her naked body predominate, along
with a photo (from 2000) of her
open bare legs with a pile of money
around her crotch. The book cover
is a raw photo of her nonsmiling
face at around age 53: arched eyebrows,
deep somber eyes, uncombed hair. She
told the capacity crowd at 192 Books, a
New York bookstore, that Jonathan
Jones, a critic for The Guardian, initially
thought that her reputation was inflat-
ed, but now that he has gotten to know
her work, Jones compares her art to the
men named above, in part because Emin
idolizes works by many of these artists.
Her public persona is large. She related
that she has given up on love, gone back
to drawing and sculpture, and is most at
peace in her oceanside home in Le
Lavandou, France. She personally
installs My Bed, her 1999 bare mattress,
its sheets askew amid used condoms,
drugs, bottles, and cigarette butts. It sold
at Christie’s London in 2014 for 2.5 mil-

lion pounds and is on loan to the Tate.1

Emin has no interest in topping that
installation. Instead, she’s excited that
her latest exhibits bring tourists to her
native seaside town Margate, England,
and to the Tate Britain.

Among the hundreds of self-portraits
in Works, one classic is an acrylic, Trying

to find you 1 (2007). A nude female
body’s red outline bows in a supplicant
position with her back and behind in a
blue-white sky as head, hands, and legs
rest in green-brown earth. Is the person
she seeks below the earth? We see earth
and sky through her body’s outline. The

Vanishing Lake (2011) is listed as a steel
bath and flag. A somewhat rusted steel
gray antique bath that looks like a giant
cradle holds a crumpled and perhaps

Fig. 1. Tracey Emin, At my vigil for you (2016),

gouache on paper, 4 1/8” x 6 1/8”. Photo: HV-

Studio, Brussels.
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soiled British flag. The image looks like
a photograph of the bath in a mottled
gray location—the vanishing lake of the
title. The label lists three dimensions but
does not clarify whether the murky lake
bottom is a painting, a painted floor, or a
photograph. The reproduction greatly
enhances the bath, flag, and title—all
potent symbols for Great Britain. My lips

moved across your face (2015), an acrylic,
shows the black outlines of two large
nude figures. The lovers are half-
covered in red and pink washes as slim
pink lines drip down the page. This
captures a hot tender moment. Emin’s
spare outlines of her nude body alone or
coupling, and her charged words, like
There is no warmth in pale pink amid
purple scrawls, surge with a sweeping
range of emotions from sensual ecstasy
to misery.

Emin’s sculpture is more difficult to
assess: fewer three-dimensional works
are included in Works. Her pieces range
from amorphous human forms that nod
to Rodin and Matisse—they remind me
most of Marisa Merz—to architectural
towers and ramps that evoke Russian
conceptualists like Tatlin. The loosely
figurative sculpture seems notable.

Every artist as productive as Emin has
hits and misses. For example, the neon
art writing in Works is well chosen from
a few too many previously exhibited
and published neon glosses on love. I
Followed You To The Sun (2013), a phrase
in bright yellow neon, expresses
physical and spiritual rapture. A giant
white neon rose climbs a wall above six
small, unidentified sculptures shown at
the Haywood Gallery in 2007. “Where I
Want to go,” a 2015 Tracey Emin and
Egon Schiele exhibit at the Leopold
Museum, Vienna, is represented on six
pages but fails to list any titles, media,
and materials of either artist. In general,
this book leaves the sculpture in the
background (Jones leaves out any
mention of her staff, foundry, and her
neon fabricator.) 

Jonathan Jones opens his essay in
Works, titled “Between the Bed and the
Clock,” by interspersing his views of the
tradition of the nude in art with discus-
sions of Tracey Emin’s figures, the male
gaze, and pornography. He points out
that Michelangelo’s sculpture Dying

Slave (1513–16) shows the slave’s bodily
death while his face expresses joy. Jones
segues from discussing this work into dis-

cussing Emin’s animated mastur-
bation film, those who suffer love. He
suggests that the film achieves the
same kind of physical/spiritual cli-
max, and that “Like Michelangelo’s
Dying Slave, she suffers love”
(Works, 13).2 Jones suggests that
Emin’s “art of disclosure … is …
“explicit, confrontational, and liter-
al” … [and] destroys … the safe
border between the work of art and
our own being” (23). After learning
that Emin loves the Munch paint-
ing Between the Clock and the Bed,
he projects that the framed “spec-
tral figure” on one side of the
painting “bears a striking resem-
blance to the art of Tracey Emin”
(Works, 33).3 This comparison is
convenient rather than insightful.

Remarking on the artist’s
“difficult childhood, a patchy
education and a precociously
sexualized adolescence” in
Margate, Jones recounts her
dropping out of school and letting
random men have sex with her

from age 13 on. At 25, a gang of locals
yelled “Slag! Slag! Slag” at a disco dance
competition (Works, 23). Jones
distinguishes between the pain in the
artist’s early life, her photographic
memory of same, and her art then and
now.

Jones argues that the male lineage of
“Realist painting, from Caravaggio to
Courbet” showed a distance between art
and life until, in the work of Munch,
“real things howl real emotions,”
especially in The Scream (Works, 25–26).
Jones singles out Emin’s 2016 sculpture
She knelt before him and other “big nude
sculptures of women in states of rapture
and longing” as “visions of the earth-
shaking love she still believes in”
(Works, 31). Between the Clock and the Bed

is among many Munch self-portraits in
which he appears ill or depressed, either
alone or with a generic model; a
relatively featureless man in blue stands
between a faceless clock and a painting
of a standing nude. Unlike in The Scream,

Munch’s features are less evident than
the striking geometric shapes and the
palette of hues. Jasper Johns stole the
bed’s crosshatching from this
composition. Munch is an object

Fig. 2. Tracey Emin, I will look for you in every sleeping hour (2017), acrylic on canvas, 59.92” x 83.94”.

Photo: HV-Studio, Brussels.
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surrounded by other objects. Jones
contends, “Emin’s art is an archaeology of
herself, driven by the same truthfulness
that makes Munch paint his own life
ticking away” (Works, 33). I don’t “see”
Jones’s view of this painting’s “disturbing
visual immediacy”; I see an ordered life.
Yet it poses great conundrums: What is
time? What transforms a memory into
art? Is Munch’s art more ‘truthful’ than
the exploding visceral-spiritual portrait in
Caravaggio’s The Conversion of St. Paul

(1601)?

Presented in The Memory of Your Touch

are 95 works created in 2016–17 and
shown in the light-filled Xavier Hufkens
gallery, Brussels. It includes words and
images related to the death of Emin’s
mother, Pansy Cashin, yet the title
refers to D. H. Lawrence’s novel Lady

Chatterley’s Lover—a nurse’s memory of
the touch of her husband, who died in a
mine explosion. Jones’s essay here is grit-
ty and direct: “Because she can draw the
nude— which is, after all, pretty much the
heart of the academic art tradition—with
such unaffected simplicity and reality, she
can also mess it up without any loss of
precision—so bodies merge with moun-
tains and are drowned in red seas of
blood and fire” (Touch, 5). Jones points out
that Emin is always her own model and
that her “figurative art still cuts through
the plastic surface of modern life…”
(Touch, 7). 

The images in The Memory of your

Touch include a black shadow at the
bedside of a partly outlined figure. At

my vigil for you (2016; Fig. 1) is three
main outlines: a landscape, a figure, and
a cross; the line for land and the carrot-
shaped figure could also be seen as a
body and with an erect penis. Many
messier works in bronze, acrylic, neon,
and gouache offer angst-filled sexual
narratives—some neon handwriting has
crossed out words or changed lines. The
one untitled giclee photo shows the
semi-nude artist on white bed sheets
wearing only a black bra and red fishnet
thigh-high stockings. Most art in Touch

is frenetic, expressive, and sexual, such
as I will look for you in every sleeping hour

(2017; Fig. 2), where the main focus
appears to be not the loss of Emin’s
mother but that of a sexual partner.

Possibly Emin is conflating the loss of
her mother with the lack of a mother
figure in her life. Three handwritten
pages about how “I almost stopped
loving you” are vague and claim chaos,
change, and an absence of safety in
Emin’s life. 

This brings us to what Emin offers
and fails to offer. In Europe, Emin’s
work is being shown next to works by
Schiele, Turner, Blake, and Bacon. She is
being canonized. Her wild lines are akin
to Joan Mitchell’s. Her sexual allusions
are direct. Are outlines and scrawls
enough? She is in league with Cy
Twombley and Mitchell. Louise
Bourgeois’s psychoanalytical journal,
her outlines of women and their wombs,
and her repertoire of drawings,
paintings, prints, books, and sculpture
in media from marble to cloth show
more imagination. Frida Kahlo’s self-
portraits are layered with universal
symbolism, psychological cues, and
intense hues, forms, and settings. 

I agree with Jones that Emin’s gift is
her ability to recreate her own body’s
angst and fleeting bodily truths, but this
tends to reduce the female to a fetish
object and often a victim. Unlike Jones, I
find her art differs from that of the male
masters she follows. She is more open,
classical, spare, unique, and fluid to
frenetic. Color is missing or minimal as
are textures, backgrounds, and context-
ual details. The figures don’t age.

Is solipsism enough? A painter once
characterized Georgia O’Keeffe as “both
the driver and the horse.” In Emin’s
case, she is both the artist and her own
subject/object.4 She is the subject she is
painting, hers the body she is sculpting.
The lines draw us in, yet lack the heart
that Frida Kahlo put into every painting.
Some Emin writings have the same
flowing to crashing lines as her best art,
but Sophie Calle’s art and texts seem
more outrageous and witty. Jones
compares Emin and Rodin, without
noting that at the end of his life, Rodin
painted women masturbating and
female genitalia. These works, hidden at
Musée Rodin, are rarely or selectively
shown.

Emin’s endless outlines mostly
conjure emptiness and the void. Her
brand of ecstasy centers on visceral union

or the lone artist’s haunting memories of
same. In contrast, the ecstasy inside

Magdalene Odundo’s ceramic vessels is
spiritual, mysterious, and visceral, as is
the ecstasy of Bernini’s marble St. Teresa. I
believe that Emin believes in her void—
in the artist’s capacity to create out of
one’s own body. Yet her entire oeuvre
points to the limits of this approach;
ecstasy is beyond what she outlines.
Neither Jones’s comparisons nor my own
are definitive. The art canon needs to be
radically revised beyond gender, politics,
and cultures.

Emin has a gutsy attitude and talent;
her writings and art attract us in ways
that are curious, real, and of value. Her
sexualized preoccupation seems tragic.
Kahlo’s suffering, her identification with
her country, and her means of expression
were profound. Art is not a measure of
one’s suffering but of one’s ability to
create despite it. As Emin continues to
work in her studio or at her estate,
hopefully, she will find new art frontiers
beyond her own body. •

Jan Garden Castro is a New York-based
art writer and critic. Her website is
http://jancastro.com; her monthly art
blog is at https://blog.sculpture.org/
tag/jan-garden-castro/ 

Notes
1. Top auction sales by women artists in

2016 included Georgia O’Keeffe ($44.4
million), Louise Bourgeois, and Joan
Mitchell; Kahlo was 10th at $8 million. See
https://news.artnet.com/market/most-
expensive-female-artists-at-auction-2016-
500096

2. “This guy’s bloviating” is author Richard
Schiffman’s view of this inflated
comparison. Jones, perhaps, should have
considered Bernini’s Ecstasy of St. Teresa,
1647-52, a life-sized marble of the nun’s
transformed (some say orgasmic) state
that expresses physical and spiritual
rapture.

3. In Tracey Emin: Angel without You,
Bonnie Clearwater notes that Emin’s My
Bed refers to a Munch painting of a model
on a bed.

4. See my “Art Futurecast: Merging Object
with Subject” in The Next Thing, Art in the
Twenty-First Century, ed. Pablo Baler
(Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield
Publishing Group, 2013), 81–94. I argue
that “Objects turn into subjects if and
when they interact with viewers.”
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Marlow Moss: 
A Forgotten Maverick 
Edited by Sabine Schaschl 
Hatje Cantz, 2017

Reviewed by Joanna Gardner-Huggett 

The recent exhibition at New York’s
Museum of Modern Art, “Making
Spaces, Women Artists and

Postwar Abstraction,” demonstrates
scholars’ resurgent interest in female
abstract artists. Drawn from MoMA’s
own holdings, there was one artist
missing despite her being represented in
the collection: Marlow Moss (1889–1958).
The rare moment Moss is mentioned in a
modern survey is as a follower of Piet
Mondrian rather than as an innovator in
her own right. However, this catalogue,
Marlow Moss: A Forgotten Maverick,
published in conjunction with the
exhibition of the same name held at the
Museum Haus Konstruktiv, Zürich
(February 9 – May 7, 2017), will play an
important role in restoring Moss’s role in
art history.  Although the three essays,
published in English and German, do not
offer new perspectives on Moss for
specialists, bringing the texts together
with sumptuous illustrations of the
artists’ paintings, sculptures, and
preparatory drawings make the
catalogue an essential resource. Lucy
Howarth, who co-curated the exhibition
with Sabine Schaschl, previously
organized two major shows devoted to
Moss, at Tate St. Ives and Tate Britain in
2013 and 2014, respectively, but the
museum published only a brief curatorial
essay online.1 Therefore, this text is
welcome and overdue.

Moss is best known to Dutch audi-
ences due to her Neo-Plasticist style and
long relationship with the Dutch writer
Antoinette Hendrika (Netty) Nijhoff-
Wind, who promoted the artist’s career
(31). As Schaschl explains in her intro-
ductory essay, “A Neglected Forward
and Lateral Thinker,” Marjorie Jewel
Moss was born to a Jewish family in
Kilburn, northwest London, and first
studied at St. John’s Wood Art School
and the Slade School of Fine Art from
1916-1919. Moss quickly tired of the
British preference for naturalism in

painting and turned to the British
Library for writings by Marie Curie,
Arthur Rimbaud, and Friedrich
Nietzsche as philosophical inspiration
for her later non-objective paintings. In
1920, Moss stated “I destroyed my old
personality and created a new one”; this
she accomplished by breaking with her
family, adopting Marlow as her first
name, cutting her hair short, and start-
ing to wear men’s riding clothes (33). By
1927 Moss was in Paris studying with
Fernand Léger and Amadee Ozenfant,
and in February of that year she saw
Mondrian’s paintings for the first time
(5, 33, 35). Nijhoff describes this encoun-
ter as transformational for Moss. Newly
committed to geometric abstraction, in
1931 Moss became a founding member
of Abstraction-Creátion along with
Mondrian (35, 95).

All three catalogue essays examine the
reasons for Moss’s historical erasure.
Schaschl explains that World War II
interrupted Moss’s flourishing career in

France, forcing her to flee to Cornwall,
England, in 1940 where she would
remain until her death. Moss stored her
artwork made up until that date at the
Château d’Evereux in Normandy, where
she was living with Nijhoff. Unfort-
unately, Nijhoff’s home was destroyed in
a bombing raid in 1944, so the only
evidence of Moss’s early years that
remain are works already sold or
photographs of works sent to art
associations and interested parties for
publication or exhibitions (7). Ankie de
Jongh-Vermeulen recounts visiting the
Constructivist scholar Willy Rotzler, who
supervised the estate of Anne Rotzler of
Gimpel & Hanover Galerie, who held
several works by Moss in art storage.
These paintings, reliefs, and sculpture
were included in a Moss retrospective in
Arnhem from late 1994 to early 1995, and
returned to Switzerland, but sometime
after Rotzler’s death (in 1994) the works
were discovered missing (51). Howarth
suggests that if Moss had emigrated to

Fig. 1. Marlow Moss, White, Black, Red, and Grey (1932), oil on canvas, 21 1/4” x 17 1/2”.

Collection Gemeente museum Den Haag.
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New York after World War II, as
Mondrian encouraged, and exhibited
among her peers, she might be better
known, but she also cautions against
dwelling on the artist’s status as forgotten
as it eclipses Moss’s many accomplish-
ments (99). 

Lucy Howarth’s contribution, “The
Double-Line of Miss//Moss,” focuses on
the impact of Moss’s invention of the
double line. The artist found the single
line grid Mondrian employed for nearly
ten years too restricting, so in 1930 Moss
invented the double line, or two lines run-
ning parallel. In 1932, examples of these
works, such as White, Black, Red, and Grey

(1932; Fig. 1), were published and
sparked a significant dialogue between
Moss, Mondrian, and other construc-
tivists. Once Mondrian started using this
motif, rivals, such as Vantongerloo,
accused Mondrian of stealing the double
line from Moss. Howarth explains that
these disputes took a toll on the artists’
friendship, but more important is the fact
that both artists’ embarked on a fruitful
period of experimentation and reflected
the ultimate goal of Neo-Plasticism, estab-
lishing a universal language of color and
form (95, 97). Howarth then turns sharply
to a more recent reception of Moss’s art
and life, for example, examining how
photographs of Moss with short and bril-
liantined hair taken by Nijhoff’s son
Stefan contributed to reassessment of the
artist through the lens of queer theory.
Howarth cites Kati Röttger’s reading of
Moss’s works as a radical commentary
to debates concerning sexual difference
(97). Unfortunately, this issue is
addressed very briefly and misses an
opportunity to explore how non-objective
paintings provide the potential for a
queer imaginary, which is suggested by
Moss’s inclusion in the Tate’s 2017 exhibi-
tion “Queer British Art, 1861–1967.” As
Schaschl acknowledges in the introduc-
tion, Howarth’s dissertation and curatori-
al research merit a full-length academic
text where new findings on Moss can be
explored in greater depth. 

De Jongh-Vermeulen’s essay, “Marlow
Moss—The Construction of a New
Reality,” primarily draws on a previously
published (1994) article and a 2009 lecture
(31). Although Mondrian disapproved of
using mathematical formulas in painting,

de Jongh-Vermeulen shows why they
were essential to Moss’s oeuvre. She
highlights, in particular, the influence of
Matila Ghyka’s writings on Moss. A
Moldavian diplomat, philosopher, and
mathematician, Ghyka lived in Paris
and published two books on
Pythagorean philosophy and number
theory, arguing that ratios, such as the
Fibonacci sequence and the golden
ratio, are essential for articulating
maximum beauty in art and music. De
Jongh-Vermeulen illustrates how the
artist utilized these ratios by tracing
their presence in preliminary studies for
Moss’s paintings and reliefs from 1940
onward. She also makes clear that Moss’s
career was not limited to the gridded
paintings reminiscent of Mondrian, but in
fact evolved into white reliefs created
with curved cord and non-objective
sculptures rendered in bronze, marble,
and steel, for example White with Curved

Cord (1936; Fig. 2) (37–45).
Marlow Moss: A Forgotten Maverick is

a valuable contribution to the literature
on Moss, but it would have benefitted
from some editing to avoid overlap in
content, such as Moss’s biography and
relationship with Mondrian found in
all three essays. In addition, there are
inconsistencies in language, such as de
Jongh-Vermeulen’s description of

Moss’s relationship with Nijhoff as a
friendship while Schaschl and Howarth
clearly identify it as an intimate
partnership (31). The inclusion of the
constructivist Max Bill’s 1973 exhibition
essay on Moss as an appendix is
welcome; however, because it is not
translated into English from German, it
is less accessible to a broader audience.
It is also unfortunate that the catalogue
does not reprint  two essays published
by Moss in the cahier Abstraction-

Creátion Art non-figuratif in 1932 and
1933, which are addressed throughout
the text. Nevertheless, this book is a
welcome addition that will be
appreciated by both undergraduates
and scholars of modernism and should
engender wider conversations about
Moss with art historians, curators, and
critics. •

Joanna Gardner-Huggett is an associate
professor of art history at DePaul
University and writes on feminist and
collective art practices.

Note
1. See Lucy Howarth, “Marlow Moss:

Movement, Space and Light,” March 14,
2015. http://www.tate.org.uk/whats-
on/tate-britain/display/bp-spotlight-marlow-
moss/essay (accessed  July 10, 2017). 

Fig. 2. Marlow Moss, White

with Curved Cord (1936), oil,

string and cord on canvas.

24 5/8” x 17 3/4”. Collection

Kröller-Müller Museum,

Otterlo, The Netherlands.

Gift of Ida and Piet Sanders,

Schiedam.
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Openings: A Memoir 
from the Women’s Art
Movement, New York City
1970 – 1992 
By Sabra Moore
New Village Press, 2016

Reviewed by Gabrielle Warner 

In the acknowledgments section of
this engaging memoir, Sabra Moore
(b. 1943) writes, “One of the things

we learned twenty years ago in our
efforts to recover our art history was
how quickly women’s contributions and
ideas can vanish” (v). In an attempt to
preserve this art history in which she
was an active participant, Openings

invites readers into the under-examined
history of women’s art movements in
New York City in the 1970s and 1980s.
The memoir begins with Moore’s move
to New York City in 1966 and her
initiation into the city’s misogynistic art
scene. More important, the book
recounts her introduction to activist
communities and artists’ collectives that
comprised women of color and feminist
organizers who rallied to combat unjust
structures within and beyond the realm
of art. 

Moore’s insights, based on her own
experiences, highlight the complicated
and difficult nature of the period she
witnessed. And while, at times, it
seems that Moore’s retelling of the
history is disjointed and chaotic, it
becomes apparent that this is
representative of the time: Feminist
artists and activists alike were finding
their footing in newly emerging
movements that were confronting
issues of racial inequality, class
injustice, representation and rights.
This generative chaos is evident in
Moore’s firsthand recollections of
grassroots efforts, during which she
discusses organizing meetings for the
feminist art periodical Heresies and the
Women’s Caucus for the Arts (WCA),
among others. But it also shapes her
more personal stories of coping with
loss, escaping abusive relationships,
and finding her own artist/activist
voice. Even during this erratic, and at

times dizzying recapture of this point
in time, Moore is the constant.

While the written history that is
contained within this book is
significant, equally so are the more
than 900 images that accompany it. Art
scans, flyers, and photographs line the
bottom of almost every page. Two full-
page portfolios with art by Moore and
her peers and fellow organizers Emma
Amos, Marina Gutierrez, Sylvia
Sleigh—who painted Moore (Fig. 1),
and others are included as well. From
her personal archive, Moore has
documented many events, persons,
and movements from this period and
exposes the overlap among them.
Openings ,  then, offers not just a
memoir, but a visual history of the art
and ephemera circulating during these
pivotal decades. These many and
varied visual representations allow
readers to connect with this rich text on
several levels that bring together the
historical and personal.

Openings contains an abundance of
vital information for inquiring scholars
interested in the New York women’s art
movement, archival research, artists’
books, and feminist organizing. While
the historical contributions are
remarkable, the curious and unique way
in which this book reassesses a more
traditional understanding of memoir
should not be ignored. Openings is a
thoughtful text that has filled a large
gap in the telling of women’s art history
and looks to inspire us all to think
carefully about our own histories and
stories and their place in the future. •

Gabrielle Warner is a graduate student
in the Gender and Social Justice
program at the University of Alberta,
whose current research focuses on the
intersections of feminist care ethics and
harm reduction work for survival sex
workers in Edmonton.

Fig. 1. Sylvia Sleigh, Sabra Moore: My Ceres (1982), oil on canvas, 36” diameter. Photo: Sylvia Sleigh.
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Kunst und Gesellschaft
zwischen den Kulturen:
Die Kunsthistorikerin
Hanna Levy-Deinhard im
Exil und ihre Aktualität
heute / Art and Society
Between Cultures: The Art
Historian Hanna Levy-
Deinhard and Her
Timeliness Today
Edited by Irene Below and 
Burcu Dogramaci,
edition text + kritik, 2016

Reviewed by Elizabeth Otto  

Agroundbreaking twentieth-
century scholar who took a
radically new approach to art

history through sociology, the ever
curious and multilingual Hanna Levy-
Deinhard (1912–84) researched, pub-
lished, and taught in Germany, France,
Brazil, Israel, and the United States. Three
decades, her most productive, were spent
based in New York City, where she taught
legions at The New School, Bard College,
and Queen’s College. Never heard of her?
Well, you’re not alone, but this recent
edited volume goes a long way to
rectifying the absence of this creative and
influential German-Jewish scholar from
standard histories of art history. The
book, volume 9 of the series Frauen und

Exil (Women and Exile), contains
eighteen scholarly essays (three in
English, fifteen in German) that chart
Levy-Deinhard’s development as a
scholar in Munich and, after the National
Socialists’ takeover, Paris; her flight to
Brazil, where she helped to shape art

history as a field prior to coming to New
York; and her encounter with sociological
theory and development of a range of
new art-historical directions and fields of
inquiry in art and architectural history.
The volume also includes a substantive
introduction, a detailed “Life Collage”
biography, and a full list of Levy-
Deinhard’s publications and manuscripts
in four languages. Key among these is her
magnum opus, Meaning and Expression:

Toward a Sociology of Art (1970). She began
her pursuit of the idea of a sociology of
art—which focused in particular on the
historical conditions of production—as
early as the 1930s in her French
scholarship as well as in her English-
language writing and teaching from the
late 1940s onward, well before Arnold
Hauser would advocate similar ideas.
Now-famous scholars such as Meyer
Schapiro and Max Horkheimer enthus-
iastically supported her work in this
direction.

Levy-Deinhard was one of the hardest
working art historians in the field, often
teaching at multiple institutions to make
ends meet as the sole breadwinner. She
was also simply overflowing with ideas;
Renaissance painting, the Baroque,
Brazilian architecture and decorative
arts, and the role of contemporary art in
post-war society were all topics Levy-
Deinhard taught and wrote about in
original ways. As this book reveals, the
fact that Levy-Deinhard is not better
known is a case study in how prejudice
often colluded to keep immigrants and
women out of the spotlight. Yet Levy-
Deinhard published actively and left
behind a cadre of grateful and talented
students, including several who
contributed photographs and material
for the volume. (For transparency, I

would point out that, out of enthusiasm
for the topic, I contributed an essay on
Levy-Deinhard’s mid-century work and
her struggles as an immigrant and a
woman.)

The essays in this book cover some of
the most exciting chapters of twentieth-
century art history and reveal how the
struggle to develop a social history of
art was one fought on both sides of the
Atlantic. The book’s essays also reveal
how many of the world’s now proud
havens for Jews fleeing Nazi Germany
were not exactly hospitable. In 1968,
Levy-Deinhard did return to Germany
to address students at Berlin’s Free
University; they were eager for her
engaged, sociological approach to art
history, an antidote to the relatively
lifeless, formalist, and hierarchical
scholarship that still dominated there.
One young student, Irene Below, heard
Levy-Deinhard’s speech and was
inspired by this art history that was so
much more than a history of great men
told by male professors. Below and her
coeditor on this book, Burcu Dogramaci,
represent two generations of feminist art
historians who led a team of scholars to
unearth this essential global history of
one of the last century’s most important
scholars, a leftist, socially engaged,
female art historian who was almost lost
to history. •

Elizabeth Otto is associate professor of
modern and contemporary art history at
The State University of New York at
Buffalo. She is the author and editor of
several books on modern art and media
culture, gender, and the Bauhaus. She is
currently completing a book titled
Haunted Bauhaus.
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Equal Under the Sky:
Georgia O’Keeffe and
Twentieth Century
Feminism 
By Linda M. Grasso
University of New Mexico Press, 2017

Reviewed by Laurie Lisle 

In Equal Under the Sky, English profes-
sor Linda Grasso has done meticulous
research and analysis in examining

artist Georgia O’Keeffe’s relationship to
feminism. The title of the book comes
from a phrase—“that all men and
women stand equal under the sky”—the
artist, a member of the feminist National
Woman’s Party, wrote in a 1944 letter to
Eleanor Roosevelt seeking her support
for an Equal Rights Amendment. The
important issue of O’Keeffe’s adherence
to feminist ideals has bedeviled many of
us who have written about this independ-
ent and self-actualizing New Woman,
who, disappointingly, turned her back
on 1970s feminism at the end of her long
life (1887-1986).  

Organized into six sections, Grasso’s
scholarly study describes the way 1910s
feminism profoundly shaped the young
O’Keeffe by fueling her aspirations and
enabling her to break gender barriers to
become a professional painter (Fig. 1). It
enumerates the ways her work was early
on endorsed and supported by women
teachers, women friends, women collec-
tors, women critics, and women’s clubs,
alongside the advocacy of her husband,
photographer Alfred Stieglitz. The book
also elucidates the way the elderly artist
inspired younger generations of women.
Grasso goes on to explain how O’Keeffe
mythologized her trajectory as an artist in
her profusely illustrated 1976 book,
Georgia O’Keeffe. Rich with perceptions
and new primary materials, Equal Under

the Sky ends by elaborating O’Keeffe’s
ambivalent relationship to feminism.  

On the spectrum between equality
and difference feminism, O’Keeffe stood
for equality and so-called male values. A
member of the first generation of
American modernists, she sought gender
parity at a time when her husband and
male art critics were interpreting her

abstractions and enlarged flowers as
expressions of feminine eroticism and
sensibility, undermining, in her eyes, her
position as a painter. “The feminism she
embraced and practiced ennobled
individualism, self-expression, and
professional achievement as ultimate
forms of liberty,” Grasso states (4),
instead of a traditional submissive
feminine role. 

When second wave feminism
emerged in the later part of the twentieth
century, O’Keeffe was in her eighties. As
Judy Chicago and other feminist artists
asserted a fundamental link between
women’s bodies and their imagery, it
was exactly what O’Keeffe had so
strenuously resented and rejected at the
hands of men in the 1920s. Regarding
classification as a woman artist as a form
of inferiority and injustice, in old age she
turned her back on the resurgence of
feminist activism and solidarity.  

Nevertheless, as Grasso points out,
O’Keeffe’s strength and single-minded-
ness attracted the attention of hundreds
of younger women, many of whom wrote
admiring letters to her (including yours
truly), which O’Keeffe carefully kept and
eventually gave to Yale’s Beinecke Rare
Book and Manuscript Library. Unlike
most other researchers in the archive at

Yale, Grasso carefully examined them,
documenting O’Keeffe’s enormous influ-
ence on other middle-class white women,
even as the octogenarian artist denied the
immense impact of feminist ideas on her
younger self. 

Grasso argues dauntlessly that
O’Keeffe’s large body of paintings is a
powerful feminist act. “O’Keeffe’s art
dislodges gendered assumptions about
women’s sensibilities, sources of power,
and abilities to render the world
imaginatively,” she writes. “It is radical
because of its potential to motivate
feminist creativity, which is a kind of
activism” (200). Despite the aged artist’s
disapproval of the modern women’s
liberation movement, it was what
brought her the many accolades that
fulfilled her ambition to be regarded as
a well-respected and even great
American artist. Even for someone like
myself, who has been examining and
following the O’Keeffe story for forty
years, this book is a fascinating and
welcome addition to the oeuvre. •

Laurie Lisle is the author of the first
biography of Georgia O’Keeffe, Portrait

of an Artist: A Biography of Georgia

O’Keeffe (1980). She is also the author of
Louise Nevelson: A Passionate Life (1990).

Fig. 1. Josephine B. Marks, photo of Georgia O’Keeffe (ca. 1938). Georgia O’Keeffe Museum.


